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Incident Offense 

Date of 

Occurrence Public Narrative 

21001528 CDTP - 

DESTRUCTION/DAMAGE/VANDALISM OF 

PROPERTY 

6/26/2021 On 06/26/2021 at approximately 0140 hours, an unknown subject threw two rocks 

through the window of a residence in the City of Schofield.  This case is inactive due 

to a lack of investigative leads.    

21001530 DISORDERLY CONDUCT 6/26/2021 On 06/26/2021 at approximately 10:15 p.m., officers were dispatched to a business 

in the Village of Weston regarding a physical fight.  Two subjects were subsequently 

issued municipal citations for Disorderly Conduct.  This case is cleared by arrest.     

21001533 THEFT - FROM MOTOR VEHICLE (NOT 

PARTS) 

6/26/2021 Sometime during the overnight hours of 06/26/2021 - 06/27/2021, an unlocked 

vehicle was entered in the Village of Weston by an unknown person(s) and items 

were possibly stolen.  This case is inactive.   

21001540 THEFT - FROM COIN OPERATED 

MACHINE OUTSIDE OF BUILDING 

6/28/2021 On 06/28/2021, a business in the Village of Weston reported the theft of coins and 

damage to a vending machine.  This case is inactive.   

21001542 FRAUD - FALSE PRETENSE/SWINDLE/CON 

GAME 

6/27/2021 On 06/27/2021 at 1:49 p.m., an individual in the Village of Weston was scammed 

out of $900 via Facebook.  This case is inactive due to lack of investigatory leads.   

21001543 ALL OTHER OFFENSES 6/26/2021 On 06/28/2021 at 1:00 p.m., it was discovered a hit-and-run crash had occurred on 

the 5000 block of Schofield Avenue in the Village of Weston.  This case remains 

active at this time.   

21001544 51.15/51.45 - HCC COMMITMENT 6/28/2021 On 06/28/2021, an emergency mental health commitment was completed for a 

subject in the Village of Weston.  This case is inactive.     

21001545 CRASH TPD 6/29/2021 On 06/29/2021 at 6:25 a.m., there was a two-vehicle crash on the 5000 block of 

Janice Avenue in the Village of Weston.  A crash report was completed.  This case is 

considered inactive.   

21001554 CRASH TPD 6/30/2021 On 06/30/2021, an investigation was completed on Business Highway 51 near 

Priebe Avenue in the Village of Weston in reference to a traffic crash.  This case is 

inactive.   

21001556 EM LOST/FOUND PROPERTY 6/30/2021 On June 30, 2021 a key, with a key fob was found in the 2400 block of Schofield 

Avenue.  The key was placed into Property at the Everest Metro Police Department. 

21001557 MISCELLANEOUS INVESTIGATION 6/30/2021 On June 30, 2021 it was reported a student made an inappropriate statement while 

at school.  There was no other threat and no suspected danger for the students at 

school. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



21001560 51.15/51.45 - HCC COMMITMENT 6/30/2021 On 06/30/2021 at approximately 2055 hours, officers were dispatched to a possible 

medical emergency in the Village of Weston.  One subject was subsequently 

detained on an emergency alcohol commitment.  This case is inactive.   

21001569 CDTP - 

DESTRUCTION/DAMAGE/VANDALISM OF 

PROPERTY 

7/1/2021 On 07/01/2021 at approximately 1822 hours, a family disturbance occurred in the 

Village of Weston.  One party was arrested on several charges.  This case is cleared 

by arrest.   

21001574 DISORDERLY CONDUCT 7/1/2021 On 07/01/2021 at approximately 1822 hours, a family disturbance occurred in the 

Village of Weston.  One party was referred to the Marathon County District 

Attorney`s Office for Domestic Disorderly Conduct.  This case is cleared by 

arrest/referral. 
 

 


